
On the search for deer in Simontorp, 4km 
 
one ford /ditch without footbridge 
one spinning gate used twice. 
two <- gates 
 
Start along the gravel road leading down to Kroghuset. The road ends at the house. In its extension, a 
trail runs over a stream to a “spinning gate”. Use this gate to enter Simontorp. Follow a tractor road 
straight ahead until a fenced house becomes visible in front of you. 
Follow the tractor road as it turns left towards a stone wall. Beyond this and the field lays 
Simontorp's manor. Turn right along the stone wall and cross a tractor road. Follow an ill-defined 
path parallel to the stone wall. Ahead, a white villa is visible. 
 
Cross Simontorps Säteriväg and continue on the road to the right of the villa. There is a road barrier 
in the crossing. Ahead there is a beautifully situated pond. Thereafter you will pass a feeding place 
and after another few hundred meters a four-way cross is reached. 
Keep right, pass the manager's yard, cross Simontorps Säterivägen again and continue on the tractor 
road that ends at a bull patch. Take a few steps over a low stone wall that runs on the left short side 
of the enclosure. Walk through two <- gates, located a short distance from each other. Then turn 
right along the side of the field. Here it is important to be very quiet. In the grove south of the field, 
the deer tend to seek shelter. The forest is rather sparse and the substrate is often not too uneven. It is 
usually fine to follow any of the countless paths climbed by wildlife. In the far end of the field, a 
ditch must be bridged. Take a big step then follow a fire street a short distance, in the direction of the 
house that will be visible ahead. Fold off to the left along a spruce-covered embankment as the surface 
is slightly wet along the fire street closer to the house. The landmark along the route consists of a 
place where the ditch makes a 90 degree bend, (see the map)! Do not go over the ditch but aim for a 
small mound with birches. Step up and walk diagonally over a small, wavy glade to the "spinning 
gate" passing Kroghuset before your take the last familiar steps back to the Exemption. 
 
 


